PHOTOGRAPHY
SUMMARY

Traveling the world with a camera in hand seems to be the "in" thing these days. Photography is an
exceptional medium of self-expression; more and more people are converting their hobby into profession.
Some are born with a vision, but some learn to create a vision. Photography as a career has endless
opportunities and endless specialization. Starting from wildlife photography going up to war photography.
Photography as a field gives you a lot of flexibility. Earlier there were self-learned photographers, now the time
has changed, and institutes have come up that train people, and where you can gain knowledge and polish
your skills in Photography. Although this field takes time to be recognized, but if you are talented then be sure
to be paid heftily.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN PHOTOGRAPHY
•

Newspaper

•

Media and Press

•

Magazines

•

Advertising Agencies

•

Government Agencies

•

Industrial Houses

•

Fashion Houses

•

Stock Photography Companies

•

Websites

•

Law enforcement agencies

•

Scientific photographers

•

Commercial Photographers

•

Nature, Wildlife and War Photographer

•

Film Photographers

•

Video Photographers

HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER

Stream

Graduation

After Graduation

After Post
Graduation

Path 1

Clear Class XII in Any
stream

Pursue B.Sc. in
Photography / BFA for 3
years

PG Diploma / M.Sc. in
Photography for 1-2 years

-

Path 2

Clear Class XII in Any
stream

Pursue Diploma/
Certification for 1-2
Years

-

-

Path 3

Clear Class XII in Any
stream

Pursue Graduation in any
discipline for 3 years

PG Diploma / M.Sc. in
Photography for 1-2 years

-

IMPORTANT FACTS
A successful career in photography does not call for a degree or diploma in the subject. All you need is a
strong sense of aesthetics and creativity and loads of focus. You should go the extra nine yards to make your
work
a
satisfying
experience
for
your
clients.
However, it is strongly recommended that one pursues a course or diploma in photography.

TOP PHOTOGRAPHY INSTITUTES IN THE WORLD
Institution

Location

School of Art institute of Chicago

United States

UCLA

LA, California

Rochester Institute of Technology Rochester

New York

SPEOS Photographic Institute

Paris, France

The Art institute of California

California

Institution

Location

Nanyang Technological University

Singapore

WORK DESCRIPTION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capture precious and crucial moments in the camera for professional purposes.
Use different cameras and related equipment’s to click pictures of best quality.
Develop concept and ideas through skilled photography.
Make portfolios for actors, models, celebrities and or even for the self.
Work as professional photographer in events like weddings, parties and other gatherings
Click pictures of evidence, crime scenes, areas of accidents and investigation to provide an
important input to legal cases.
Provide attractive images to magazines and books to captivate the readers.
Work in studios to click and develop photographs of different kinds.

PROS & CONS OF A CAREER IN PHOTOGRAPHY
PROS
Traveling the world with a camera in hand seems to be a trend thing these days. It may look quite an easy
task; however, the reality is a bit different.
Although Photography as a field gives you a lot of flexibility. It is one of the best professions to be a freelancer,
wherein through creative innovation you can convert your imagination into a masterpiece.
CONS
With fierce competition, bringing out the best in a simple phenomenon is not that easy. It requires a lot of
perseverance. This field is not for everyone. You have to be passionate. There are times when a photographer
sits for hours and hours taking "n" number of same shots just to get that one perfect shot.

